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How to use this guide
Perform each movement in the order listed. A video link for each movement
can be found by clicking on a picture or title. Once you become more familiar
with each movement you can choose the most eﬀective movements for you.
Although, they are designed to be used in succession for best results.
These movements can be performed at home or in a gym setting.
If more clarification is necessary email: info@posturebreak.com and our team
will get back to you.

Tools needed:

Foam Roller
Softball
Exercise mat/carpet/floor

Enjoy!
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Feet Elevated Diaphragmatic Breathing

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place feet on an elevated surface to create a 90 degree angle with your hips.
Place your hands on your stomach.
Inhale through your nose and press your belly into your hands.
Slowly exhale through your mouth.

Perform 10-20 breaths
The act of pressing your belly out as you inhale is called diaphragmatic breathing.
Diaphragmatic breathing can reduce the fight or flight response when we don’t need it.
Improper breathing mechanics like chest breathing can lead to tension, high blood
pressure and an increased heart rate. Diaphragmatic breathing can reduce tension in our
muscles, lower our heart rate, blood pressure and our breathing rate.
Incorporate diaphragmatic breathing during all of the following movements.
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Cat/Cow

Tuck

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Arch

Get on all fours or quadruped position.
Lock your shoulder blades together.
Slowly tuck your hips under.
Slowly arch your back.
Use your core and hip muscles to move from tuck to arch

Perform 10 reps
This movement creates space between the vertebrae in the lower back. This movement
also provides you postural awareness to your pelvic positions. It is recommend you live in a
pelvic neutral position which is the strongest and most comfortable position for our hips.

Neutral Pelvis
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Foam Roll: Glutes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Begin by sitting on the roller
Cross your right leg over your left
Shift your weight to your right side and begin by rolling your right
glute (rear end).
Roll up and down the entirety of the muscle — from the low glute to
the lower back
Repeat for the left side.

Roll 30-60s per side
Foam rolling helps relieve tension in muscles. It can create more elastic muscles tissue to
allow for natural motion and movement. Muscle tissue adapts to the stimulus we give it.
If we’re in one position (like sitting) for too long our muscles adapt to that position. This is
why sitting can be so harmful. Its distorts our muscles to adopt sitting posture.
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Foam Roll: Upper Leg

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

We’re going to roll one leg at a time.
Place the roller just above your knee.
Your top leg should be in front of your body to help distribute and
move your weight.
Begin rolling up the side of your leg from knee to hip.
Roll the top of the thigh as well.
Repeat for the opposite side.

Roll 30-60s per side
Foam rolling your thighs can help the health of your low back. If your legs are tight, they
can pull on your pelvis from the front causing strain in the low back. Foam rolling can
help restore muscles tissue back to a natural and healthy level. Doing this for the first
time can be painful and sensitive. Always be sure to roll muscle and not bone. After a
few rounds of foam rolling, sensitively subsides.
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Softball Self Myofacial Release: Glute

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lie on your side on the ground.
Place a soft ball in the upper and outside quadrant of your glutes (rear end).
Lie all the way down and relax.
Explore sensitive or painful areas and hold those areas.

30-60s per side
Sensitivity while doing soft tissue work is a signal of tight muscle. This movement can
be diﬃcult to perform at first due to extreme sensitivity in the area. Work your way up
to more time on the ball. This movement can be a game changer in the health of your
low back.
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Softball Self Myofacial Release: Psoas

1.

We’re going to place the ball in four small locations.
A. Just left of your naval.
B. One Inch below your naval on the left.
C. Just right of your naval.
D. One inch just below your naval on the right.
2. Relax into the ball in each location
3. Move your body in small side to side movements and/or hold on
sensitive areas.

30s in each of the four locations
The psoas can adaptively become tight from too much sitting, improper breathing
mechanics and holding our belly in. This can be a major contributor to poor posture and
source of pain. Releasing this area can help return the hips and mid-section to a neutral
posture and help relieve back pain.
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Softball Self Myofacial Release: Quadratus
Lumborum (QL)

1.
2.

Lie on your back and place the ball in the targeted red areas.
Roll in small side to side motion over sensitive areas.

30-60s per side
The QL probably gets over used in most people. Releasing this area can help limit
discomfort. It’s important to adopt heathy postures after performing any soft tissue work.
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Standing Hamstring Stretch

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stand facing any elevated surface1-2 ft high.
Place one heel on the surface.
Gently hinge from your waist toward your elevated foot.
Breath deep from your belly and hold the pose.

Hold for 30-60s
This movement stretches your hamstrings, calves and muscles in your low back.
Remember to breath deep through your diaphragm anytime you stretch.
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Supine Pigeon Stretch

1.
2.
3.
4.

Begin by lying on your back with knees bent and feet flat to the floor.
Cross your right leg over your left so your right ankle touches your left
thigh just above your knee.
Reach behind your left knee and pull your left leg toward your body to
feel the stretch in your right hip.
Repeat for the left side.

Hold for 30-60s
Our glutes can get stuck and tight from not moving enough or not being used often
enough. This stretch lengthens the muscles to allow for more natural range of motion.
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Half Kneel Hip Flexor Stretch

1. Assume the half kneel position with your left knee on the
ground.
2. Squeeze your left glute and press your left hip forward.
3. Continue squeezing your left glute and breath deep.
4. Repeat for the right side.

Perform for 30-60s
Our hip flexors get tight from too much sitting. This has the reciprocal eﬀect of pulling on
our hips and jamming our low back into an unhealthy position. This stretch helps the hip
flexors return to their natural length. This stretch, coupled with deep breathing will be most
eﬀective.
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Pelvic Tilt

1.
2.
3.
4.

Begin by lying on your back with your knees bent and feet flat to
the floor.
Tuck your hips under and contract your core. Your low back
should now be flat against the floor
Slowly, arch your back. There should now be space between
your back and the floor.
Breath deep through your diaphragm and repeat.

Perform 15 reps
This movement helps strengthen your anterior core and stretches muscles in the low
back. This movement also teaches you the range of motion your pelvis can move in.
The floor provides kinesthetic feedback to get into proper positions. It is
recommended to live in a neutral pelvic position.
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Closing Thoughts…
The posture of your hips often dictates the health your lower back. If your lower back
posture falls into one of the wrong categories below (❌ ,❌ ) you probably have back pain
or are at risk of developing it.
If you make a conscious eﬀort to keep a neutral pelvis (✅ ) at all times you’ll have a
healthier back.
A sound strength training program focusing on core, hips and upper back can help
improve posture and lead to a pain free life.
Also, do not underestimate the power of diaphragmatic breathing. If your diaphragm is
not being used properly it gets tight like any other muscle. Incorporate diaphragmatic
breathing at all times. Your back will thank you.

Neutral

Posterior Tilt
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Anterior Tilt

Thank you for reading this guide!
About the author: Zach Shlien is a personal trainer and Founder of PostureBreak.
PostureBreak’s mission is to improve the health and longevity of those who sit a
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